YEAR 3
As readers and writers, we will be…
 Focusing on fantasy narrative writing and
how to write for a specific audience
 Learning how and when to use adverbs,
conjunctions and prepositions to add
detail and interest to our narrative
writing
 Developing setting and character
description
We will be using range of texts which travel
to imaginary lands as a starting point for our
writing.
Grammar will be taught through the context
of the above and in separate SPaG lessons
where it does not fit the context.
As scientists we will be learning about
PLANTS
 Identifying and describing the functions
of different parts of flowering plants
 Investigating the way in which water is
transported within plants
 Exploring the part that flowers play in
the life cycle
As artists and designers we will be...
 Looking closely at flowers/plants and
creating observational drawings
 Developing plants sculptures using wire

As Geographers we will be learning about
MOUNTAINS
 Locating mountain ranges using atlases
 Finding and describing key features of mountains
 Explaining how mountains are formed

CLIMB
EVERY
MOUNTAIN
Storytelling unit working towards creating a fantasy
narrative which follows a clear story mountain
As theologians we will be focusing on Christianity
 About the Jesus’ New Commandment and the 2
greatest commandments
 About Peace at Christmas time

As mathematicians we will be
learning…
 To develop fluency, reasoning and
problem solving.


To develop mathematical
understanding through use of
concrete objects, pictorial
representations and finally use of
digits to represent numbers.

This term we will be focusing on:
 Addition and subtraction
 Multiplication and division

As sportsmen we will be...
 Developing seated balance and
agility in dynamic balance
 Developing social skills –
cooperation, patience, listening and
As people who think about others we will be learning
encouragement
about celebrating differences.
 Developing rolls through gymnastics
 Developing dance based on
characters
As computing experts we will be
 Developing our programming skills
including developing and animations

